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Evaluation of speech intelligibility for children with cleft lip and palate by means of automatic speech recognition
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Summary

Objective: Cleft lip and palate (CLP) may cause functional limitations even after adequate surgical and non-surgical treatment, speech disorders being one of them. Interindividually, they vary a lot, showing typical articulation specifics such as nasal emission and shift of articulation and therefore a diminished intelligibility. Until now, an objective means to determine and quantify the intelligibility does not exist.

Method: An automatic speech recognition system, a new method, was applied on recordings of a standard test to evaluate articulation disorders (psycholinguistic analysis of speech disorders of children PLAKSS) of 31 children at the age of 10.1 ± 3.8 years. Two had an isolated cleft lip, 20 a unilateral cleft lip and palate, 4 a bilateral cleft lip and palate, and 5 an isolated cleft palate. The speech recognition system was trained with adults and children without speech disorders and adapted to the speech of children with CLP. In this study, the automatic speech evaluation focussed on the word accuracy which represents the percentage of correctly recognized words. Results were confronted to a perceptive evaluation of intelligibility that was performed by a panel of three experts.

Results: The automatic speech recognition yielded word accuracies between 1.2 and 75.8% (mean 48.0 ± 19.6%). The word accuracy was lowest for children with isolated cleft palate (36.9 ± 23.3) and highest for children with isolated cleft lip (72.8 ± 2.9). For children with unilateral cleft lip and palate it was 48.0 ± 18.6 and for children with bilateral cleft lip and palate 49.3 ± 9.4. The automatic evaluation complied with the experts’ subjective evaluation of intelligibility (p < 0.01). The multi-rater kappa of the experts alone differed only slightly from the multi-rater kappa of experts and recognizer.
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1. Introduction

Cleft lip and palate (CLP) is the most common craniofacial malformation with an incidence of 1.0–2.21/1000 [1]. It can result in morphological and functional disorders, whereby one has to differentiate primary from secondary disorders. Primary disorders include problems of nutrition, breathing and mimic disorders. Speech and voice disorders [2–6] as well as conductive hearing loss that might also affect speech development [4,6], belong to secondary disorders. Speech disorders can persist even after adequate reconstructive surgical therapy. The characteristics of speech disorders are mainly a combination of different articulatory features, e.g. enhanced nasal air emissions, a shift in localization of articulation and a modified articulatory tension [2,7]. Voice disorders may occur as well, especially with boys [8]. Speech disorders affect not only the intelligibility but social competence and emotional development of an affected child [9–11]. One major aim of therapy is to enhance or normalize communication skills.

In clinical practice, articulation disorders are mainly evaluated by subjective tools. The simplest method is the auditive perception. For speech disorders standardized methods in different languages exist (e.g. PLAKSS in Germany). For Europe, a minimal standard for cleft care was published in 2000 [12]. Speech evaluation is performed subjectively and is therefore influenced by setting, experience, and the patient’s compliance. However, procedures for speech assessment continue to vary considerably and the validity of results can still be questioned [13]. Objective means only exist for quantitative measurements of nasal emissions [14–16] and for the detection of secondary voice disorders [8,15,17]. But other specific or non-specific articulation disorders in CLP as well as a global outcome parameter of speech quality cannot yet be sufficiently quantified.

In this paper, we present a new technical procedure for the measurement and evaluation of speech disorders and compare the results obtained with subjective ratings of a panel of expert listeners.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

Acoustic files were recorded from 31 children, 4–16 years old with CLP (mean 10.1 ± 3.8 years, median 9.45), 9 girls aged 10.0 ± 4.67 years (median 9.96 years) and 22 boys aged 10.12 ± 3.11 years (median 9.41 years). Two had an isolated cleft lip, five an isolated cleft palate, 20 a unilateral cleft lip and palate and four a bilateral cleft lip and palate.

No indication of mental disability was documented in the patients’ records. The examination was included into the regular outpatient clinic proceedings for all children with CLP. Informed consent had been obtained by all parents of the children prior to the examination. All children were native German speakers, some using a local dialect.

2.2. Speech samples

The children were asked to name pictures that were shown according to the PLAKSS test [18]. The German test consists of 99 words. It includes most possible phonemes of the German language in different positions (beginning, centre and end of a word). Furthermore, the children were asked to sustain all vowels and nasals and repeat six sentences from the “Heidelberger Rhinophonie Inventar” [19]. They consist of five sentences without nasal consonants and one only with nasal consonants (“Nenne meine Mama Mimi”). The speech samples were recorded with a close-talk microphone (dnt Call 4U Comfort-Headset) at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and quantized with 16 bit.

2.3. Automatic speech recognition system

For objective measurement of functional limitation due to speech disorders, an automatic speech recognition system was applied, a state of the art word recognition system developed at the Chair for Pattern Recognition at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. In this study, the latest version as described in detail by Stemmer [20] was used. The evaluation was restricted on the PLAKSS-data only.

In general, a recognizer nowadays can handle spontaneous speech with mid-sized vocabularies of up to 10,000 words. A recognizer “knows” all common phonemes of the language. In a first acoustic analysis, a speech recognizer converts the speech signal into a set of features which represent the spoken utterance. Then, it compares spectral and temporal characteristics of the speech signal with an internal “dictionary” which was trained by acoustic speech samples. Each word in the “dictionary” is represented by a sequence of
elementary Hidden Markov Models (HMM). These describe the likelihood of an acoustic signal to be identical with a certain phoneme. So the probability for each word can be obtained. In the end the recognized word chain is calculated as the most likely sequence of words that match a spoken text.

The current recognizer works polyphone-based which means that the acoustic characteristics of one phoneme are represented by HMMs with co-articulatory modulations of the phoneme. This is an extension of the triphone approach [21] that takes only the phoneme’s predecessor and successor into account.

We used a so-called unigram language model to weight the outcome of each word model [22]. It was trained with the transliteration of the spoken test. Thus, the frequency of occurrence for each word in the used text was known to the recognizer. This helps to enhance recognition results by including linguistic information. The test set perplexity of the unigram language model is 94 which is high enough to represent low intelligibility as low word accuracies (WA, see below) and vice versa.

The speech recognition system had been trained with acoustic information from 23 male and 30 female children from a local school who were between 10 and 14 years old (mean age 11.88 ± 0.81 years, median age 12 years; 6.9 h of speech). To make the recognizer more robust, we added data from 85 male and 47 female adult speakers from all over Germany (2.3 h of spontaneous speech from the VERBMOBIL project [23]). 90% of the adult speakers had been younger than 40 years. The adults’ data were adapted with “vocal tract length normalization” (VTLN, [24]) to better correspond to the acoustic properties of children’s speech. Further improvement of speech recognition was enabled by MAP adaptation [25], i.e. we adapted the recognizer to each of the 31 children with CLP using all the data from the respective child.

We calculated the so called “word accuracy” (WA) of the children’s speech data from the PLAKSS-test with the recognizer. WA shows how much a recognized sequence of words deviates from the spoken utterance, i.e. the percentage of correctly recognized words.

It is calculated with the following formula:

$$ WA\% = 100 \times \frac{NC - NW}{N} $$

(1)

NC, number of correctly recognized words; NW, number of wrongly inserted words by the recognizer; N, number of all spoken words.

Thus, if the child said “Ball, Gabel und eine Blume” and the output of the recognizer is “Ball, eine Gabel oder eine Blume” then the WA is 60%:

The sentence consists of five words (N = 5), four words were correctly recognized (NC = 4), while one word was recognized wrongly (“oder”) and one was as wrongly inserted (“eine”, NW = 1). Using formula (1) WA is calculated as:

$$ WA\% = 100 \times \frac{(4 - 1)}{5} = 60 $$

Note that the WA for children with normal speech is not expected to be 100% since the speech recognizer is trained on data from different speakers and different acoustic environments.

2.4. Subjective evaluation of substitute voice

A panel of three communication medicine professionals subjectively estimated the intelligibility of the children’s speech while listening to a playback of the PLAKSS recordings. A five-point Likert scale (1 = very high, 2 = rather high, 3 = medium, 4 = rather low, 5 = very low) was applied to rate the intelligibility of all individual samples. The samples were divided into short passages from one up to four words. The intelligibility rating was calculated as the average of all ratings for each child and each rater.

2.5. Analysis and evaluation of the data

Statistical analysis was performed using scripts written in the Perl programming language. For the agreement computations between different raters on the one hand and raters/recognizer on the other hand, correlations and the weighted multi-rater kappa by Davies and Fleiss [26] were used. The multi-rater kappa allows comparing an arbitrary number of raters and weights the difference between the values of intelligibility or WA, respectively.

Several problems occur when comparing the ratings of the human experts and a speech recognition system. First of all, the human ratings were made on a quasi-continuous Likert scale while the word accuracy is a continuous measure within a completely different range. A mapping of the WA to the Likert scale had to be defined, since the kappa value can only be computed on discrete data. We rounded the experts’ average intelligibility scores to the next integer and set thresholds defined as intervals on the WA scale on the recognizer’s results manually, so that the difference between the experts’ scores and the scores derived from the WA values was minimal.
3. Results

The total duration of the children’s audio files was 120 min, consisting of 5330 words. The vocabulary of the word recognizer contained all 831 words occurring in the test data (99 unique words of the test, 34 words of the Heidelberger Rhinophonie Inventar, 266 additional adjectives and nouns which were used by the children to explain the pictures, and 432 additional representing reading errors). Due to the simple setup of the PLAKSS test the average turn length of fluently spoken following words is very short with 2.4 words. The recordings show a wide range in intelligibility. We only used the data from the PLAKSS test for the calculation of the WA. The highest WA is 75.8%, the worst is 1.2% (mean 48.0% ± 19.6%). Mean WA for each cleft type is given in Table 1. Age effects on WA could not be observed (correlation coefficient 0.14; p > 0.5).
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Subjective speech evaluation showed high consistency (see Table 2). The results for the correlations of the WA and the subjective speech evaluation are shown in Table 3. Considering the average of the raters, the WA for the recognizer has a correlation of −0.90 (p < 0.01) as shown in Fig. 1. The coefficient is negative because high recognition rates came from “good” speech with a low experts’ score number and vice versa. The multi-rater kappa for the group of the three raters is 0.48. The kappa for the rater group versus the polyphone based recognizer is 0.52 (note that a result greater than 0.4 is said to represent fair agreement beyond chance [27]).

4. Discussion

Until now, no objective method of determining global speech outcome for individuals with CLP exists. Here, we present a new automatic objective measurement of speech quality: the recognition of spoken words, i.e. the word accuracy, by an automatic speech recognizer. The automatic speech evaluation was compared to the results of perceptive evaluations and shows high consistency between the perceptive ratings of intelligibility and the computed word accuracy. Until now, recordings of only 31 children with CLP have been evaluated yet, but there is every indication that the method can yield precise information in evaluating intelligibility on an expert’s level.
Today, automatic speech recognition is used in many domains: for professional and private use as dictating machines, in call centres when a restricted vocabulary and “normal” voice quality and speech without background noise can be expected, and in the support of handicapped persons. Nevertheless, the technique often does not qualify for higher requirements such as low speech quality. Further research is in progress to enhance the possibilities of automatic speech recognition as it can also be of special interest as application in a medical field, i.e. in diagnostics, e.g. of speech disturbances. So far, it has been tested on severe voice disorders and has also shown promising results [28].

Speech recognition depends on five factors: on the speaker, on the speech (read speech, spontaneous speech), on the vocabulary, on the grammatical complexity or perplexity (average probability of words possibly following a sequence of others) and on the input medium [22]. The influence of most of these factors can be minimized when using a standard test such as the PLAKS and stable recording setting as practiced in this study for diagnostic application. Thus, the speaker remains the most influencing factor.

We examined speech samples of children with cleft lip and palate after primary reconstructive surgical therapy with different speech outcome: most of them showing rather good intelligibility, and some showing very low intelligibility, thus including every occurrence of global speech outcome (see Fig. 1). The experts’ evaluations of the intelligibility show high consistency and therefore can be a measure for the comparison with automatic evaluation. For this study, we applied an adapted speech recognizer for automatic speech evaluation that has previously proved to be adequate for “normal” speech samples, but covering also children without speech disorder. We used a polyphone-based recognizer as it considers also co-articulatory effects and even longer phoneme-sequences. This might be of special interest for this medical purpose since articulatory variances depend on previous and following phonemes.

According to previous studies about speech outcome of children with CLP, a high variability of intelligibility had to be assumed. In fact, the 31 children show considerable variation of the results of both the perceptive evaluation and the WA according to different speech outcome. Of course, this might also be due to different types of cleft [29]. As expected, the two children with cleft lip only show a higher mean WA than the others. There are rather slight differences between the other groups with high dispersion of values within these groups. Children with isolated cleft palate had lowest WA. No differences can be revealed between unilateral and bilateral CLP which is according to the literature [15]. However, as the number of patients examined is small for some groups, the data obtained in this pilot study with a methodical background would not allow drawing general conclusions for the relationship of cleft type and WA, yet. Furthermore, age effects on WA would have been expected [30] but could not be observed in our study. We suspect this is due to the small size of the study group. Further investigation will need to prove for age effects on a higher number of children per cleft type.

Of course, word accuracy is actually not the same as intelligibility. Both are influenced by voice quality, phonematic and morpho-syntactic structure, background noise, amplitudes and speaking velocity. But intelligibility includes also the “human factor”. Even if one does not understand every word or syllable of a spoken sequence, the meaning can be understood by using contextual, pragmatic and prosodic elements of speech. We avoided this distortion of perceptive evaluation comparing to WA by using a test that mostly asks for single words. Though word accuracy does not include all aspects of speech quality, it is a strict criterion and obviously represents global speech outcome after CLP therapy in this evaluation setting.

The comparison of automatic evaluation with subjective evaluation by means of Likert scales is practical, but limited. The experts’ estimation is demonstrated on a linear ordinate in Fig. 1, although the relation of distances between the values 1 and 5 could not be determined, i.e. the distance between “rather low” and “medium” is commonly not half the distance of “very low” to “medium”. We would expect a bigger distance between the outer values (1 or 5) to their adjacent value than between the inner values (2, 3, and 4). Another characteristic of Likert scales is the reduced use of extreme scales, here 1 or 5. The discrepancy between the automatic speech recognizer and the experts’ estimation in some recordings especially in the scales 2 and 3 (rather high, medium intelligibility) might arise from a reduced discriminatory power of Likert scales [31,32]. An automatic evaluation lacks this imprecision and will lead to quick results without time-consuming perceptive evaluation.

The results of this pilot study demonstrate the automatic speech evaluation for German language. This ought to be alike in other languages, especially when testing only single words. For clinical application, further adaptation of the test is needed: synonyms of the test words have to be included into the speech recognizer’s vocabulary as well as...
added words such as “This is a ...” Recordings of children without speech disorders of different age will serve as further training population for the speech recognizer and for the analysis of standard values. The determination of specific acoustic features that represent different articulation disorders such as hypernasality will lead to the automatic detection of these articulation disorders and will also quantify them. This will require a huge amount of recordings of both effected children and children without speech disorders. In future, automatic speech recognition systems might simplify speech evaluation for clinical and scientific purposes.

5. Conclusion

In this pilot study, automatic speech evaluation by a speech recognizer proved to be a precise means for research and clinical purpose in order to determine the global speech outcome of children with CLP. As a perspective, we assume that adaptation of the here presented technique will lead to further application to differentiate and quantify articulation disorders.
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